Music and Architecture nevertheless. Only the nature and uses of the
materials differ. The musician's facility is so much greater than the
architect's can ever be. The idiosyncrasy of the client does not exist for
the great composer. Utilitarian needs play a small part in his effort. The
rules and regulations imposed by the laws of physics upon the performances
of the architect are not present to any great extent in the scheme of things
submitted to the musician. But both must meet and overcome the same
prejudice—the same cultural lag. The limitations human stupidity puts
upon insight and appreciation—these are the same for both.
I keep on saying that an artist's limitations are his best friends.
So perhaps the more severely limited art when success does crown
creative effort is the greater and more abiding achievement—if for no
other reason than that the one is the Abode while the other is the Song.
Both are best when the song dwells and the abode sings: both may when
creative power and the passion of love makes them glow from within.
Mastery is no mystery. Simple principles of Nature apply with peculiar
emphasis and force to all the master does: a scheme in keeping always with
the nature of materials (instruments), materials used in such a way as to
reveal the beauty in tone and texture they possess. The strings were his,
par excellence, but percussion, brass and woodwind—he knew them all
so well that he never gives one away nor asks of the one what belongs
to the other; continually enriching each with all and all with the char-
acter of each. But what gives consequence to mastery is a mystery. It is
Inspiration.
And the planned progressions, thematic evolutions, the never-ending
variety in differentiation of pattern, integral ornament always belonging
naturally enough to the simplest statement of the prime idea upon which
the superstructure is based: Beethoven's rhythms are integral like those
of Nature!
Once organic character is achieved in the work of Art, that work is
forever. Like sun, moon, and stars, great trees, flowers and grass it is
and stays on while and wherever man is.
Other musicians have this mastery also, and greatly, but none I under-
stand so well, none so rich in the abstract idiom of Nature as he—whose
portrait Meredith drew in the sentence: 'The hand of the wind was in his
hair j he seemed to hear with his eyes/
I am humble and grateful in his presence. 'Who understands my music
is safe from the world's hurt.*
AN fl REMEMBER1
I remember John Fiske (the great historian) coming to the little brown
house by the lake, coming there to dine with Father, Mother afterward
remarking upon the great man's voracious appetite (as famous as his
histories). I see his thick lips nesting in the great brown beard, eyes hidden
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